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Choose your own adventure
The push for lifelong learning should revive meaningful
modularity within the English system, says Andy Grayson

W

hen I studied with the Open
University in the mid-1980s,
the predominant learning
model there was one of genuine
modularity. You could put together a
BA (Hons) out of a variety of subjects,
and there was an excitement in not
quite knowing the direction your studies
might take next.
When I subsequently worked at that
wonderful institution at the turn of the
century, I witnessed a general move
towards more programme-oriented
study. That move made sense, driven as
it was by student demand. But I looked
at it with some regret.
Now, UK universities all have
modules. However, they don’t have
meaningful modularity because they
don’t have systems that enable learners
to capitalise on its potential benefits.
For many reasons, including traditional
“course-only” funding and the requirements of professional, statutory and
regulatory bodies, students are mostly
offered prescribed programmes of study.

It would be bitterly ironic
if the pursuit of greater
flexibility produced more
homogenised assessment
In fact, we have rather expertly created
a sector in which only the disadvantages
of modules – their self-contained isolation from each other – are permitted to
shine through.
In that sense, I welcome the government response to the Augar review of
post-18 funding in England, published
earlier this year. Funding for smaller
chunks of learning through a lifelong
learning entitlement (LLE), in concert
with a higher valuing of level four and
five sub-degree qualifications, should
push universities further into actual
modularity.
If the general response from
universities is simply to revalidate their
programmes with 30 credit modules,
then little in practice will change. But in
the best possible world, the LLE will see
the old OU model become embedded in
mainstream higher education to complement existing programmes of study.
Too often in English universities we
deal in the constriction of opportunities.
Too often we collude with the “what do
I need to do to pass these assessments?”
model of “learning”. I’d love for us also
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to be offering the more expansive
“I can’t decide which of these exciting
subjects to study next” model of genuine
learning. It goes without saying that
employability and employer relevance
are drivers of the direction of travel, but
that shouldn’t mean that scholars can’t
get a look in when it comes to figuring
out how things should work.
A major challenge will be the implications of a sector-wide drive for unit
equivalence in assessment at levels four
and five. It would be bitterly ironic if the
pursuit of greater flexibility of offering
had the unintended consequence of
producing more homogenised (less
flexible) assessment requirements.
Homogenisation entails redundancy.
There is already a lot of that, and we
don’t want more. How many times, for
example, is a social sciences student
assessed on their capacity to reference
their work during the course of a threeyear degree?
When programmes control their own
learning and teaching strategies, they
have a fighting chance of limiting some
of the worst excesses of over-assessment
and duplication of effort. They can make
an appropriately varied diet of assessment make sense in terms of a student’s
trajectory through an entire course. But
when a module assessment is designed
as a stand-alone thing, it’s tempting to
make the task safer and more generic.
The sector urgently needs to stop
conflating “assessment” with “practice”
and “learning”, such that assessment
tasks are thought of as necessary drivers
of learning and the means by which
students practise. If we could recognise
that students should learn stuff first,
then practise, and only then be assessed,
we would be in a much better place to
deal with the changes to come. In short,
we need to pay more than lip service to
notions of authentic assessment.
Increased structural flexibility in post18 education is to be welcomed. Learning and teaching stand to be enhanced
by the part that universities may be
required to play within a more diverse,
levelled-out field. But we have to think
carefully about how to get the best of
both worlds: the programme-driven one
and the modular one. Rather than
simply rearranging the deckchairs yet
again, that might involve designing
different ones entirely.
Andy Grayson is associate professor
of psychology at Nottingham Trent
University.

taking political decisions to formulating
a consensus, reporting on new work and
stimulating new thinking.
Some of these interactions can be replicated
online, but important things happen at
in-person conferences that are hard to do without. The most significant encounters are often
those over coffee or dinner or while queuing
for the loo; that’s when we gossip or share
ideas not yet ready for print or even email.
Spending time with people you only know
from their publications can lay foundations for
new collaborations. Virtual drinks, breakout
rooms and private messages get halfway there
but lack the spontaneity and freedom of reallife interactions.
Nor is it simply a matter of waiting for
better software. There are no technological
fixes for the complex social phenomenon of
the conference. As lawyers arguing against
virtual hearings have noted, “expression,
atmosphere and manner count for more than

The most significant encounters
are often over coffee or dinner
or in the queue for the loo; that’s
when we gossip or share ideas
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e’re in the middle of a higher education
cost-cutting frenzy – and one class
of expenditure being targeted is the
conference travel budget.
Before the pandemic, it was uncontroversial
for universities and grant funders to help
researchers attend conferences by covering
some or all of their costs. But as conferences
moved online during the pandemic, many
people suggested that this made them more
inclusive, more environmentally friendly and
more time-efficient. With travel and hotel
costs stripped out, conferences also became
significantly cheaper.
The environmental case against academic
travel is undoubtedly the most powerful.
According to one estimate, aviation is responsible for about 2.4 per cent of global carbon
dioxide emissions and 5 per cent of global
warming, even though just 3 per cent of the
global population (12 to 15 per cent of people
in richer countries) take regular flights. Online
meetings are not carbon neutral either since
broadband connections, servers and devices
require significant amounts of power, but
catching flights to attend short conferences
is clearly not sustainable.
Does that mean all conferences should go
permanently online, though? The inclusivity
argument is less persuasive. The idea is that
everyone around the world can attend an
online conference from their home, whereas
cost, disability or time may prevent them from
going to in-person meetings. This conceals the
technical infrastructure required for online

No amount of technology
can replicate the magic
of in-person conferences
Online has its advantages but it doesn’t match the complex social
experience of face-to-face meetings, say four historians of science
conferencing, however. Stable electricity and
reliable internet access are patchy in even the
wealthiest countries and near absent in others.
Attending conferences in different time
zones also takes a mental and physical toll,
which can deprive people of sleep and erode
their work-life balance – especially if they have
significant caring responsibilities. While pets
can be a welcome distraction when they
appear on screen, screaming babies, rampaging
toddlers or teenagers in search of more bandwidth are not. Generational differences should
also be borne in mind; conference organisers
have told us that older scholars are less likely
to join online than younger ones.
In addition, the inclusivity argument
obscures other barriers to conference participation. Being present is not the same as being

included. Participation requires training and
knowledge of disciplinary etiquette, which
is more difficult for newcomers to learn in
cyberspace than in person.
Why do we go to conferences? Ever since
they became regular events in the 19th century,
scholars have questioned their usefulness.
Couldn’t research results just be communicated
in print? Aren’t the accompanying dinners
and excursions, in the words of mid-20thcentury chemist Raymond Delaby, just
“pretexts for travelling, festivities and
mutual congratulations”?
They might be that, but they are much
more. Delaby’s contemporary, the anthropologist Margaret Mead, studied conferences as a
form of social interaction. She pointed to their
miscellaneous overlapping functions, from

we realise, and…are only partly conveyed by
remote video”.
Perhaps most importantly, conferences are
reminders that research is not an individual
endeavour but a collective undertaking. They
build and strengthen communities and professional identities. At their worst, they encourage
grandstanding, solidify professional feuds and
exclude valid perspectives. But at their best, they
integrate new members, honour senior ones,
establish relations of trust and identify collective problems and strategies. They are a tool
for the communal advancement of knowledge.
By thinking about what we want to achieve
at conferences, we can make more deliberate
choices about their format. The future will
no doubt be hybrid, with online and in-person
interactions – possibly at regional hubs –
complementing each other. But university leaders and funders need to recognise the essential
ongoing roles for in-person conferences in the
complex ecosystem of research.
Virtual conferences may be cheaper, but all
of us will bear the cost if researchers and their
funders are seduced by utopian promises of an
online panacea.
Charlotte Bigg is a permanent research fellow
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